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Ducksters

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.ducksters.com/biography/

Subject

Biography-Dictionaries

Accessibility

Free

Language

English
This site is a product of TSI (Technological Solutions, Inc.)

Publisher

Brief History

Subject to research

Scope and Coverage

An educational site for kids covering subjects such as history, science, geography,
math, and biographies. Pages are written to be easy to read and understand.
Biography of this site includes Artists (Leonardo da Vinci, Edgar Degas, Wassily
Kandinsky etc) Civil Right Leaders (Susan B. Anthony, Ruby Bridges, Frederick
Douglass etc), Entrepreneurs (Walt Disney, Henry Ford, Steve Jobs etc), Explorers
(Neil Armstrong, Daniel Boone, Christopher Columbus etc) Inventors and Scientists
( Watson, Marie Curie, Thomas Edison etc) Women leaders (Clara Barton, Susan B.
Anthony, Nellie Bly etc) World leaders (George Washington, John Adams, Thomas
Jefferson etc.) US Presidents (George Washington, John Adams, Thomas Jefferson,
James Madison etc) and it also includes historical biography i.e. famous people of
ancient Greece, ancient Rome, ancient Egypt, ancient China, American revolution,
Civil War, World war etc.

Kind of Information

Each biographical entry contains occupation, date of birth and death, nick name, best
known for what, place where he/she growing up, incidents early life, reason of death,
interesting facts about persons along with photo.

Special Features
 Links to face book and twitter.
 This site is not made only for providing biographical information. It also
covers historical information, geographical information, and information on
sports and game for kids.
 Ducksters.com provides Google search option.
 It also provides voting system to grow the interest of kids on the different
fields and to create polls

 “Born on this day”, “events on this day” are appeared on the home
page of this site.

Arrangement Pattern

Biographies are arranged by date and also alphabetically by surname.

Remarks

This site is made particularly for kids to give the ideas of notable persons and to give
the knowledge on geography, history, science, sports etc.
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